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Abstract

Background The aims of this study are to determine

construct validity for the HystSim virtual-reality (VR)

training simulator for hysteroscopy via a new multimetric

scoring system (MMSS) and to explore learning curves for

both novices and experienced surgeons.

Methods Fifteen relevant metrics had been identified for

diagnostic hysteroscopy by means of hierarchical task

decomposition. They were grouped into four modules

(visualization, ergonomics, safety, and fluid handling) and

individually weighted, building the MMSS for this study.

In a first step, 24 novice medical students and 12 experi-

enced gynecologists went through a self-paced teaching

tutorial, in which all participants received clearly stated

goals and instructions on how to carry out hysteroscopic

procedures properly for this study. All subjects performed

five repeated trials on two different exercises on HystSim

(exploration and diagnosis exercises). After each trial the

results were presented to the participants in the form of an

automated objective feedback report (AOFR). Construct

validity for the MMSS and learning curves were investi-

gated by comparing the performance between novices and

experienced surgeons and in between the repeated trials. To

study the effect of repeated practice, 23 of the novices

returned 2 weeks later for a second training session.

Results Comparing novices with the experienced group,

the ergonomics and fluid handling modules resulted in

construct validity, while the visualization module did not,

and for the safety module the experienced group even

scored significantly lower than novices in both exercises.

The overall score showed only construct validity when the

safety module was excluded. Concerning learning curves,

all subjects improved significantly during the training on

HystSim, with clear indication that the second training

session was beneficial for novice surgeons.

Conclusions Construct validity for HystSim has been

established for different modules of VR metrics on a new

MMSS developed for diagnostic hysteroscopy. Careful

refinement and further testing of metrics and scores is

required before using them as assessment tools for opera-

tive skills.
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In the last decade, high-fidelity virtual-reality (VR) simu-

lators have emerged as valuable alternatives for practical

surgical skills training [1–6], excluding any risk to cause

harm to an individual [7]. Past efforts to incorporate sim-

ulation into surgical curricula for laparoscopy provide a

valuable roadmap on how a simulator for hysteroscopy

could be evaluated, validated, and finally integrated into

the training curriculum for gynecology [8].

As a proposed first step in the validation cascade [9],

face validity has been established with high ratings for both

realism and training capacity for HystSim [10], a new

surgery simulator for diagnostic and operative hysteros-

copy [11]. The presented results demonstrate that potential

trainees and trainers accept HystSim as a realistic and

useful tool for the training of hysteroscopic interventions.
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As a second step of validation, construct validity is

usually investigated. Typically, it is established by com-

paring the performance for groups of surgeons with dif-

ferent degrees of experience [12–19]. The hypothesis is

tested that performance scores derived for a certain task on

the simulator are significantly higher for experts than for

novices.

While it is useful to know whether the different

parameters show construct validity, the final goal is to

judge and predict performance and ultimately the outcome

of an intervention. The first VR simulators in surgery (e.g.,

the MIST VR [20]) presented abstract tasks with geometric

bodies in a synthetic environment, using single criterions

such as time to complete a trial or counting of errors, for

both validation and assessment. However, it is doubtful

whether these common metrics are sufficient to assess

surgical performance comprehensively [21–25]. Recent

high-fidelity simulators present very realistic simulated

surgical scenes, implementing more and more combina-

tions of metrics and scoring systems which express com-

mon clinical skills, e.g., ‘‘economy of movements’’ [17] or

‘‘precision’’ [25]. Mackay found that the process of

assessing technical abilities is more robust if candidates are

tested on multiple parameters using a variety of measures

[26]. Van Dongen concluded that the implementation of a

scoring system enabled them to assess further aspects of

performance [25].

The selected metrics and the superimposed scoring and

grading system have to fulfill the following properties: (1)

clinical relevance—the metrics have to be as outcome

specific as possible, with clear reference to the underlying

goal of the procedure; (2) balance—the scoring system

should balance well between the sometimes conflicting

goals for the metrics, e.g., it should not be possible to

compensate low quality of performance with a short

intervention time; and (3) simplicity—the feedback should

be simple enough to be explained in a few seconds while

still providing useful and purposeful guidance for the

trainee.

Based on the characteristics above, it becomes clear that

each surgical procedure requires a customized scoring

system. While some of the metrics apply to most surgeries

and are employed by other simulators as well (e.g., inter-

vention time and instrument path lengths), others are

unique to hysteroscopy (e.g., time of insufficient expansion

of the uterine cavity and visualization of the tubal orifices).

Overviews of metrics used by different vendors of lapa-

roscopy simulators can be found in the literature [17, 27].

However, only a few of them have been validated rigor-

ously as assessment tools.

Therefore, analogously to Cao [28], we have performed

a hierarchical task decomposition of diagnostic hysteros-

copy [29], defining 4 tasks, 15 subtasks, 33 steps, and 46

substeps. This process resulted in the identification of 15

metrics for VR skills assessment which will be used here to

develop and validate a multimetric scoring system

(MMSS) for diagnostic hysteroscopy.

Thus, the main goal of this study was to explore con-

struct validity of HystSim, i.e., to what extent hysteroscopy

simulation in HystSim identifies the quality, ability, and

trait it was designed to measure [30]. Since the prime

motivation for using simulation is to accelerate the learning

of surgical skills, we were also interested in the learning

curves of trainees to find out more about the training effect

while using HystSim.

Materials and methods

Subjects

The group of novices consisted of 24 medical students with

no prior experience in hysteroscopy. They were recruited

by an email campaign to medical students in the fifth and

sixth years at the University of Zurich, Switzerland. In

addition, 12 gynecologists known as experienced hystero-

scopic surgeons with many years of practical experience

replied to an email invitation to participate in this study.

Apparatus

As in the previous face validity study [10], the HystSim

consisted of an adapted hysteroscope (10-mm resecto-

scope), a virtual patient robot, and the simulation software.

The simulation software ran on standard personal computer

(PC) hardware (dual 3.0-GHz Pentium processor, 2 GB

RAM, NVIDIA 8800 graphics card). The adapted resec-

toscope tracked all actions and movements of the trainee

and was used as input to adapt the simulation accordingly.

For this study, only the HystSim diagnostic hysteroscopy

software module (version 0.12) was employed. There was

no haptic feedback to guide the user in this version. Fig-

ure 1 shows screenshots of the running simulation and the

hardware setup used in this study.

Multimetric scoring system

Table 1 presents the metrics used in this study, together

with a short description of each parameter. Two surgical

experts, each having performed more than 500 hystero-

scopic interventions, were responsible for defining,

weighting, integration, and configuration of the metrics

into the scoring and grading system.

For diagnostic hysteroscopy, we grouped the parameters

into four modules, i.e., visualization, ergonomics, fluid

handling, and safety. The fluid handling module was only
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employed in the second exercise. For each parameter, the

experts set upper and lower limits. Depending on whether

the desirable value was low or high, performing above the

upper limit resulted in the maximum or a 0 score, while

performance below the lower limit resulted in the opposite

extremal score. Any value in between was linearly

Fig. 1 Hardware setup of the

HystSim hysteroscopy simulator

used in this study (left) and

screenshots from the running

simulation (right)

Table 1 VR metrics for the evaluation of diagnostic hysteroscopy

Parameter Description

Visualized surface [%] Percentage of uterine surface which has been clearly visible in the endoscopic view

Left tube visualized [s] Duration in seconds that the checkpoint in the left tubal orifices has been clearly visible in the endoscopic

view. Requires 90� clockwise rotation of the 30� angled scope

Right tube visualized [s] Duration in seconds that the checkpoint in the right tubal orifices has been clearly visible in the endoscopic

view. Requires 90� counterclockwise rotation of the 30� angled scope

Upper cavum visualized [s] Duration in seconds that the checkpoint at the isthmic part of the anterior wall has been visualized. Requires

180� rotation of the scope

Time out of focus [s] Duration in seconds that the image focus has been off by more than an expert-defined threshold.

Intervention time [s] Duration of the intervention in seconds

View horizon unstable [s] Duration that the horizon defined by the two tubal orifices has been rotated in the endoscopic view by more

than 10�, in seconds

Path length [mm] Distance that the endoscopic camera on the tip of the scope has been moved in millimeters. A short path

length indicates proficient tool handling economics

Tool rotation sum [�] Angular path length (sum of all rotation) in degrees. A low rotation sum indicates proficient tool handling

economics

Translation switches [integer] Number of times that the translation of the instrument has changed its direction. A high number of switches

indicates poor handling of the instrument (‘‘sawing style’’)

Time colliding [s] Duration in seconds that the endoscopic camera has been in contact with the uterine surface

Time view obscured [s] Duration in seconds that the endoscopic view has been obscured due to bleeding

Time uterus collapsed [s] Duration in seconds that the hydrometra of the uterine cavity was not maintained due to rinsing or incorrect

settings of the valves. Adequate pressure settings and a proper distension of the uterine cavity indicate

proficient fluid handling

Number of spoil cycles [integer] Number of times that the pressure of the uterine cavity has been changed from low to high pressure. A low

number indicates the use of continuous-flow technique, which is appropriate to use while coping with

constant bleeding

Distension media needed [ml] Amount of distension fluid used in milliliters. A low amount indicates proficient fluid handling
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interpolated. The maximum score of each metric and

therefore its weight was determined by the experts. The

resulting scoring chart is shown in Table 2. In order to

group the overall scores, grading with letters from A (best)

to E (worst) was used.

It is important to note that some values would be

meaningful in different groups; e.g. ‘‘time uterine cavity

collapsed’’ could be part of both the safety (for measuring

risk of movement in the collapsed cavity) and fluid handling

modules (for measuring skill to establish the hydrometra).

Since the former is already implicitly covered by ‘‘time

colliding’’, it was decided to assign this metric to the fluid

handling module. It should be mentioned that only one

metric (‘‘time colliding’’) remained in the safety module.

Training curriculum

In order to mimic the actual use of the simulator in a

training curriculum and to establish baseline theoretical

knowledge, a self-guided, self-paced teaching tutorial was

developed. The tutorial included didactic content on uter-

ine anatomy, instruments, and fluid handling as well as

hints for navigation inside the cavity and the safe use of the

30� angled scope. The tutorial further provided several

movies showing in parallel the endoscopic view and the

outside view of the instrument with proposed handling

(Fig. 2).

The goals of the two exercises, and guidelines on how to

carry out the task and to avoid complications, were clearly

stated before the simulation. An engineer acted as the

overseer of the study and started all tutorials and simula-

tions, excluding any further medical knowledge transfer. In

the first virtual case—the ‘‘exploration exercise’’—fluid

handling was automatically controlled, the hydrometra was

already established, and the endoscopic view was always

clear, thus allowing the trainee to fully focus on navigation.

Table 2 Multimetric scoring

system (MMSS) used for both

modular and overall

performance assessment based

on the implemented metrics

Scoring and grading Max score Upper value Lower value Best

Visualization 70

Visualized surface [%] 30 85 70 High

Left tube visualized [s] 10 1 0 High

Right tube visualized [s] 10 1 0 High

Upper cavum visualized [s] 10 1 0 High

Time out of focus [s] 10 30 5 Low

Ergonomics 50

Intervention time [s] 20 180 90 Low

View horizon unstable [s] 10 60 20 Low

Path length [mm] 10 1500 500 Low

Tool rotation sum [deg] 5 3000 500 Low

Translation switches [integer] 5 30 3 Low

Safety 20

Time colliding [s] 20 12 0 Low

Fluid handling 50

Time view obscured [s] 25 45 10 Low

Time uterus collapsed [s] 10 20 5 Low

Number of spoil cycles [integer] 5 20 5 Low

Distension media needed [ml] 10 500 200 Low

Overall score 190

% 100

Grading E \60, D 60–69, C 70–79, B 80–89, A 90–100

Fig. 2 Screenshot from the self-paced teaching presentation explain-

ing correct camera handling
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In the second virtual scene—the ‘‘diagnosis exercise’’—a

complete diagnostic hysteroscopy was to be performed,

including establishing and maintaining clear view, visual-

izing the entire cavity with safe use of the angled optics,

describing the pathology seen, and reacting adequately to

minor complications such as bleeding.

Learning curves

The exploration exercise was carried out five times before

moving onto the diagnosis exercise, which was also

repeated to a total of five trials. After each trial, the

results of the MMSS with goal values for all metrics were

displayed in form of an automated objective feedback

report (AOFR) (Fig. 3) to further stimulate learning. On

demand, further explanations were provided on the scor-

ing system.

In the literature, the first trial on the simulator is often

not taken into account because it is believed that its main

use is to get the subjects accustomed to the simulation [20,

25, 31–33]. Nevertheless, we believe it is important to

register the first contact with the simulator also since it

states the absolute starting point of a trainee and leads to

the same well-defined study conditions for all participants

and all trials. Therefore, in order to quantify the training

effect, we compared both the first and the second trial to

the fifth trial for the exploration and diagnosis exercises.

All novices were invited to participate in a second

training session after a few days break in order to study the

effect of repeated practice on the learning curves. Twenty-

three out of the 24 novices returned on average 2 weeks

later (range 7–18 days). The training curriculum for the

second session was identical to the first session.

Statistics

Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the

Social Sciences (SPSS) version 14.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago

IL, USA) for Windows. To compare novice and experi-

enced scores and in order to compare between two different

trials, comparisons were made using the Mann–Whitney U

test to check for the significance. A p-value of less than

0.05 was considered as significant.

Results

Demographics

The median age of the 12 experienced surgeons was

42 years (range 37–69 years), whereas the median age of

the 24 novices was 26 years (range 22–34 years). Three of

the experienced surgeons and 15 of the novices were

female. Nine of the experienced surgeons had previously

performed more than 200, two between 101 and 200, and

one between 50 and 100 hysteroscopies. None of the

novices had performed any hysteroscopies. Seven of the

experienced surgeons had mastered more than five com-

plications (heavy bleeding, perforation, fluid overload

syndrome), four had previously mastered one to five, and

one had not yet mastered any complication. Concerning

surgical fitness, five of the experienced surgeons had

Fig. 3 Automated objective feedback report (AOFR) presented to the trainees after each trial
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performed one or more hysteroscopies during the week

before the experiments, whereas seven had not.

Construct validity

For each subject, the mean score from trial 1 to trial 5 was

calculated for each module of each exercise separately and

also for the overall score. The scores from all novices were

then compared with the scores of all experienced surgeons

using the Mann–Whitney U test. The results are shown in

Table 3. While the score for the visualization module and

the overall score were not significantly different for either

exercise, the ergonomics and safety modules for the

exploration exercise, and the ergonomics, safety, and fluid

handling modules for the diagnosis exercise resulted in

highly significant differences. For the ergonomics and fluid

handling modules, the experienced group scored signifi-

cantly higher, but for the safety module novices scored

significantly higher in both exercises.

Learning curves

Figure 4 shows the learning curve via box plots of trial 1 to

trial 5 for novices and experienced surgeons in the explo-

ration and diagnosis exercises. The scores for the individ-

ual modules in the exploration exercise are shown in

Fig. 5. As indicated in the ‘‘Construct validity’’ section

above, the scores here are again similar for the visualiza-

tion module, whereby the experienced group scored higher

in the ergonomics module, while novices had significantly

higher ratings for the safety module. Figure 6 depicts the

learning curves of the individual modules for the diagnosis

exercise, which was conducted directly after the explora-

tion exercise.

The results of the training effect calculations are shown

in Table 4. In the exploration exercise, the experienced

group improved from both trial 1 and trial 2 to trial 5 for all

modules except the safety module. Novices improved from

trial 1 to trial 5 in all modules and in trial 2 to 5 for all

modules except the visualization module.

Results were different in the more difficult diagnosis

exercise, which requires fluid handling skills and presented

a more complex anatomy with a larger pathology. Here, the

experienced group did not improve significantly from trial

2 to trial 5 in any of the modules, while novices improved

in the visualization module (p = 0.002) and in overall

score (p = 0.015).

Table 3 Differences between novices (NOV) and the experienced

group (EXP) for all module scores for both the exploration exercise

and diagnosis exercise

Module Comparison groups P-value Result

Exploration exercise

Visualization NOV \[ EXP 0.179 n.s.

Ergonomics NOV \[ EXP 0.001* EXP higher

Safety NOV \[ EXP 0.002* NOV higher

Overall NOV \[ EXP 0.441 n.s.

Diagnosis exercise

Visualization NOV \[ EXP 0.283 n.s.

Ergonomics NOV \[ EXP \0.001* EXP higher

Safety NOV \[ EXP \0.001* NOV higher

Fluid handling NOV \[ EXP 0.003* EXP higher

Overall NOV \[ EXP 0.402 n.s.

* Significant difference between novices and experienced group (p\
0.05, Mann–Whitney U-test, two-sided, exact)

n.s., not significant

Fig. 4 Overall scores for the

exploration exercise (left) and

diagnosis exercise (right) for the

experienced group (E01 to E12)

and the novices (N01 to N24)

from trial 1 to trial 5 as boxplots
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Repeated practice

In Fig. 7, the performance of the 23 novices who

returned for repeated practice is displayed for both the

exploration and diagnosis exercise. Trial 6 to 10 denote

the second training session. In the exploration exercise,

performance was significantly higher on trial 6 than trial

1 (p \ 0.001), but dropped slightly from trial 5 to trial 6.

From trial 6 it improved consistently until it reached a

plateau with trial 9 and 10. For the diagnosis exercise,

there was no drop between trial 5 and trial 6; however

the total score increased significantly from trial 6 to trial

10 (p = 0.012).

We also investigated whether there were differences

between the different scoring modules, e.g., if there was

just a performance drop for the visualization module, but

not for the safety module, between trial 5 and 6. However,

we could not find any obvious and coherent relation.

Discussion

In this study, we introduced a new MMSS for the HystSim

hysteroscopy training simulator, testing it on two different

typical diagnostic procedures. While construct validity was

shown for two of four scoring modules (ergonomics and

fluid handling), the experienced group did not score signif-

icantly higher in the visualization module than novices, and

the safety module showed a significant but inverse differ-

ence, with novices scoring higher than the experienced

group. The surprising results in the safety module and also in

the visualization module demand a more detailed analysis.

So far, the safety module has consisted of only one metric,

namely the time the surgical tool was colliding with the

uterine wall. It did not distinguish between critical and

noncritical contact, i.e., the simulator did not take into

account the penetration depth of the tool or the position or

angle of the collision. Therefore, also lengthy yet noncritical

Fig. 5 Exploration exercise:

experienced (E01 to E12) and

novice scores (N01 to N24) for

the visualization, ergonomics,

and safety modules from trial 1

to trial 5 as boxplots
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collisions, as often encountered during real interventions,

lowered the safety module score substantially. We suppose

that the experienced group performed surgery on the Hyst-

Sim as during real hysteroscopy, thereby overlooking the

clearly stated goal not to collide with the wall. Additionally,

even if hysteroscopy is generally guided by vision, in this

point the experienced gynecologists might have been misled

by the missing haptic feedback. A post analysis of the overall

scores without the safety module resulted in a significantly

higher score for the experienced group than for the novices

for both the exploration exercise (p = 0.002) and the diag-

nosis exercise (p = 0.007).

Nevertheless, we believe that careful handling and

proceeding during hysteroscopy should be taught as part of

a constitutive training since the potential to cause harm to

patients changes dramatically when an operative element

for resection under electricity is used.

Furthermore, according to self-declaration, none of our

experienced users had ever been through a standardized

curriculum or formal teaching for hysteroscopy when

learning these procedures. This resulted in different

approaches taken by the experienced surgeons for the two

tasks. Even though the HystSim was able to handle all these

different techniques while maintaining a realistic simula-

tion, every trial was scored and graded according to the

expert opinion as defined in the MMSS. Therefore, tech-

niques clearly deviating from the assumed standard resulted

in lower ratings. Particularly the visualization module and

again the safety module were affected in this regard.

Therefore, it is recommended that these measurement

modules should be further developed and refined before

being used for providing feedback or evaluation of surgical

performance.

Concerning learning curves, we found that all subjects

improved significantly during the training on the simulator.

However, some of the subjects reached a plateau with only

ten repetitions. The effect of a performance plateau after a

comparably small number of repetitions or training

Fig. 6 Diagnosis exercise:

experienced (E01 to E12) and

novice scores (N01 to N24) for

the visualization, ergonomics,

safety, and fluid handling

modules from trial 1 to trial 5 as

boxplots
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sessions has been shown in studies for other surgical sim-

ulators, e.g., for laparoscopy [17, 34–36], where the plateau

was reached mostly after only three to five repetitions on

the simulator.

An explanation for the early plateau might be related to

the setup of the experiment. At the time of the study, only

the diagnostic hysteroscopy module was available in the

simulator. While diagnostic hysteroscopy is considered as a

procedure of low complexity which can easily be per-

formed by novices under supervision, more complex

interventions such as large myoma removal, endometrium

resection or removal of large synechiae would be more

challenging to novices and the experienced group alike,

therefore probably prolonging the learning curve.

So far the assumed performance goals were defined by

only two experts. When building a metric system for future

procedures, the elaboration, choice, weighting, implemen-

tation, and configuration of the metrics should be estab-

lished on a broader base with consensus on the level of a

national or, even better, international taskforce.

Prior to a widely accepted integration of the HystSim

training into the medical curriculum, the validation cascade

will have to be completed with studies on predictive

validity. The encouraging initial results by using HystSim

for surgical skills training suggest that a curriculum for

hysteroscopy based on VR surgical training might be

equally beneficial to both trainees and trainers, and ulti-

mately, to patient safety.
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